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March 29th,  2012

John Traversy    via ACCESS-KEY
Secretary General 
Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission
Ottawa, Ontario  K1A 0N2

RE:   Shaw Cablesystems G.P. :  CRTC file : 8662-S9-201201342 2011-703
Application to Review and Vary Telecom Regulatory Policy 2011-703

Mr. Traversy,

1. Vaxination Informatique offers the following comments as part of Shaw Cablesystems’ Review 
And Variance application dated  February 3rd for TRP 2011-703.  

Interim rate request

2. Shaw requests that the current rates be made interim as soon as possible to allow for retroactive 
billing.  As Shaw’s R&V contains portions which were filed in confidence, it is impossible for 
ISPs to know what possible rate changes might result from this process and it is thus impossible 
for them to plan accordingly.

3. In a case where an incumbent wants to add a fixed $2.75 fee to every end-user, the ISPs 
can plan ahead because they can calculate their exposure to the threat of retroactive billing. 
However, for this R&V, it is impossible for ISPs to know what the impact of Shaw’s request will 
be on their bills and they cannot prepare for the threat of retroactive billing.  

4. The situation is further complicated by the fact that there are multiple concurrent R&Vs which risk 
changing Shaw’s rates which makes it even more impossible for ISPs to calculate the impact 
on their business.

5. For these reasons,  the Commission should deny Shaw’s request for interim rates.
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Fixed rates and Unlimited

6. Flat rate pricing is based on assumptions of average usage and, by definition, does not impose 
usage limits. 

7. There were many reasons behind Bell Canada’s campaign to win the UBB war. One of the 
valid ones was to move away from flat rate pricing to eliminate the risk and uncertainties 
associated with predicting changing usage patterns. 

8. The public rebellion of January 2011 did not just stop Bell Canada’s plans for wholesale 
UBB. Shaw had already announced plans to roll out  UBB for its retail as well as wholesale 
(via TN16) services.   The public backlash in western Canada forced Shaw to delay its retail 
UBB and hold its own public consultations to repair its image.  The Minister of Industry made 
it very clear that he would not tolerate incumbents imposing their own retail restrictions (such 
as UBB) upon wholesale services.  

9. Shaw states that prior to TN16, its rates were not “unlimited” because it still imposed its retail 
UBB limits upon wholesale end users and instead of charging for excess usages, it would issue 
warning letters requesting end users upgrade their plans. It was imposing its own retail limits 
upon wholesaler’s end users.  This is not an acceptable practice.

10.  It is not clear to Vaxination how many users routinely exceeded those limits. In a wholesale 
regime, what matters is the average use. As long as an ISP’s actual average use remains below 
the usage assumed in the flat rate tariff, the incumbent has no reason to complain about  some 
individual user exceeding an arbitrary retail limit.

11. Shaw has not provided any public numbers showing that average use today is higher than 
the amount of usage embedded into the fixed rate tariff.  In fact, Shaw agrees that the CRTC’s 
predictions are good for at least 2 years. (the graph supplied by Shaw shows the predictions 
very close to each other for 3 years).

12. It is debatable whether predictions on usage more than 3 years from now can be considered 
a “fact” and the CRTC’s predictions cannot be proven wrong until the future arrives.
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Flat Rate vs Capacity Based

13.  By the time the 2011-77 hearing was held, it was clear to all that the goal was to provide 
incumbents with a suitable alternative to  fixed rate billing. 

14. 2011-77 Public hearing, day 31, Shaw’s main presentation: 

3699 In our written comments Shaw proposed an aggregated volume-based model 
where independent ISPs would subscribe to wholesale services at a cost-based rate. 

3707 Question 3.  We would support a billing model that encourages everyone to use 
the Internet as much as possible

15. In  paragraph 59 of TRP 2011-7032,  the Commission notes that Shaw proposed to stay on 
a flat rate structure.  

16. At paragraph 34 of its R&V, Shaw admits that it has the possibility of moving to a capacity 
based billing system but complains that the alleged errors in CRTC’s predictions would result 
in Shaw allegedly losing money.  

17. The whole point of moving to a CBB pricing model is to remove the risk associated with usage 
growth predictions. The incumbent is assured to get revenues which are relative to the load 
generated by an ISP no matter how growth patterns change.  Therefore, should Shaw decide 
to move to a CBB model, the revenues would not be dependent on accurate usage growth 
predictions.

18. What is not clear to Vaxination is why, after having introduced wholesale UBB with TN16 and  
re-iterated its desire to adopt variable pricing during the hearings, that Shaw chose to return 
to fix rate pricing despite knowing that post January 2011, the imposition of retail limits on 
competitors was no longer acceptable.

19. Vaxination feels very strongly that both accepted pricing models defined in 2011-703 must 
remain devoid of any influence by the incumbent on its competitor’s retail offerings in order to 
support the Policy Direction objevtives.

20. Shaw’s R&V attempts to change the fixed rate model by allowing incumbents to control usage 
limits of its competitor’s retail customers. This must be rejected and the Commission must 
uphold the “unlimited” portion of the fixed rate model.

21. If and when an incumbent sees that aggregated average use for its TPIA service exceeds the 
usage limits assumed in the tariff, then the incumbent can come to the Commission with facts 
at hand and request a revision of the tariff.

22. For instance,  when Bell Canada presented its AVP proposal, it revealed that the legacy GAS 
5mbps fixed rate had a buit-in cost component for 42 gigs of usage. As long as average use 
for the service was below that number, there would have been no reason to change the rate.  

23. Since Shaw has not shown that current average usage for its TPIA service exceeds the assumed 
usage bundled into the fixed rate, it request for R&V of its rate should be rejected.

1 http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/transcripts/2011/tt0713.html
2 59.         Bell Aliant in Atlantic Canada, SaskTel, Shaw, and TCC proposed to maintain the 

use of their existing flat rate models, which provide for unlimited usage. No parties submitted objections 
to these proposals.

http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/transcripts/2011/tt0713.html
http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/transcripts/2011/tt0713.html
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The Netflix problem

24. Shaw argues that the adoption of Netflix combined with ever increasing speeds cause problems.  
According to tests performed by Vaxination, the streaming of an HD Netflix movie with Dolby 
5.1 surround consumes just under 5mbps of bandwidth. As this is streamed, the bandwidth3 is 
the same whether the end user has subscribed to a 6mbps service or a 100mbps service. The 
streaming of Netflix will consume the same amount of network resources.

25.  While the increase in speeds does change usage patterns and generates more bursty traffic 
instead of sustained traffic (downloads of large files take more bandwidth but complete much 
faster), this has no impact on streaming of content which is at a fixed rate of bandwidth.

26. Furthermore, while the arrival of a new service can generate significant growth in usage, it 
does not mean that this growth rate will be sustained for the long term. Once penetration rates 
have reached saturation levels, growth will level off. There are only so many hours per day that 
end users can devote to watching streamed  entertainment on Netflix. And if they download 
programming via services such as Itunes, the download will complete much faster with higher 
speeds, but the movie will still last 2 hours when viewed (during which the internet connection 
is likely to be idle)

DOCSIS-3

27. Cable incumbents have recently upgraded their software and some hardware to support 
DOCSIS-3 speeds. This has allowed cable companies to start advertising very high speeds, 
with most of them bragging about being able to offer speeds of 100mbps or more.  The graphs 
from the last few years would definitely show large growth.  

28. However, now that the cable companies have enabled speeds that clearly beat the pants off 
the telcos’ copper DSL services (which are near their realistic speed limits),  speed increases 
on cable will likely be much more conservative going forward.  

29. The upgrade from DOCSIS-2 to DOCSIS-3 will have generated growth numbers that are 
high in the last few years.  However, they are not indicative of growth going forward since 
DOCSIS-3 will remain in use for the foreseeable future.

30.  What is important to note is that even with the cable’s lower speed services, the adoption of 
DOCSIS-3 greatly increase the coax’s cable capacity by allocating more than 1 channel to 
data transfers. This means that more people per neighbourhood can watch Netflix at the same 
time without causing congestion.

31. Therefore, Shaw’s growth predictions are likely skewed by recent “one time” events 
such as upgrade to DOCSIS-3 and adoption of Netflix.

3 The term “bandwidth” refers to network capacity measured in speed units. Shaw’s document erroneously use 
“bandwidth” to denote usage volume measured in unites of bytes.
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Review of Tariffs

 33 -  The Commission’s error with respect to traffic growth projections is not something 
that could be easily fixed on a going forward basis. This is because, in paragraphs 166 
to 169 of the Decision, the Commission determined not to schedule annual reviews. 

32. Just because the Commission will not schedule annual reviews does not prevent an incumbent 
from submitting a new Tariff with supporting evidence to support the requested changes. And 
it does not prevent an incumbent from changing its mind about fixed rates and choosing to 
move to a capacity based tariff.

33. And since the growth predictions from the CRTC pretty much match those of Shaw for the next 
2 or 3 years, Shaw has not demonstrated that current usage patterns exceed those that are 
assumed in the rates. Therefore its request for review of the rates should be rejected because 
they are based on speculation of what will happen more than 2-3 years in the future.

10% bonus for FTTN services

34. Since Shaw wants the Commission to open this can of worms, lets open it completely. The 10% 
additional markup for FTTN services was given to Bell Canada as a result of 2010-632. Part 
of the justification was to compensate for increased risks as well as reflect the higher capacity 
costs within Bell’s aggregated network compared to much slower legacy services which 
consume less network capacity.

35. Since the issuance of this policy, much has changed:

• The higher costs of FTTN deployments were fully analysed through the 632 follow-up 
costing exercise and factored into the tariff.

• The CBB mechanism ensures the incumbent is fully compensated for the bandwidth used 
by FTTN users.  In the 2010-632 era, the proposed UBB scheme charged the same 
amount  per gigabyte for all users, irrespective of their speed, despite 25mbps users 
costing more in network capacity than users at 640kbps. Giving a 10% bonus for FTTN 
services helped compensate the incumbent for this.  

• The rates at the time relied on many usage growth assumptions which carried an increased 
risk for the much higher FTTN speeds. The risk was also higher because at that time, 
there was little empirical experience on how usage patterns change when users upgrade  
from 5mbps to higher speeds.

36. Therefore, as the new CBB rates fully reflect network capacity costs, fully reflect the fixed access 
rate costs, eliminate the risk associated with usage growth projections since the incumbent is 
assured of increasing revenues as network load generated by ISPs increases, the Commission 
should remove the 10% bonus given to Bell Canada instead of giving it to the others.

37. Additionally,  cable companies’s upgrades to DOCSIS-3 involved far less heavy lifting since 
in many cases, the upgrades were limited to the CMTS and providing the end users with a 
docsis3 model rental.  The upgrade to DOCSIS 3 did not require that cable companies reduce 
the length of coax between the node and the home.  And since, for Bell Canada, the cost 
of installing removes and stringing wiring to it is now fully factored into the current rates, the 
justification for the 10% bonus is gone. 
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Conclusion

38. The Commission must deny Shaw’s request that current rates be declared interim.

39. The Commission must uphold the terms  of the “fixed rate” model to prevent incumbents from 
imposing retail level limits on their competitor’s end users. The use of “unlimited” must not be 
prohibited. 

40. The Commission should deny Shaw’s request for an R&V because Shaw has based its arguments 
on speculation over what future growth will be and has failed to provide factual information 
demonstrating that current rates do not cover current costs.

41.   Furthermore,  since Shaw has asked the Commission to look into the 10% bonus on the markup 
applied to FTTN services, Vaxination feels that instead of granting it to cable company, the 
symmetry should be done the other way by removing it from telcos as the new CBB model no 
longer requires a markup to compensate for the shortcomings of the previous billing models.

 

Regards,
Jean-François Mezei
Vaxination informatique

c.c.: Parties to  2011-77 
 Yvan Davidson, CRTC
 Lynne Fancy, CRTC
 Tom Vilmansen, CRTC
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